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SUMMARY In this paper, we analyzed the performance of dynamic re-
source allocation with channel de-allocation and buffering in cellular net-
works. Buffers are applied for data traffic to reduce the packet loss proba-
bility while channel de-allocation is exploited to reduce the voice blocking
probability. The results show that while buffering data traffic can reduce
the packet loss probability, it has negative impact on the voice performance
even if channel de-allocation is exploited. Although the voice blocking
probability can be reduced with large slot capacity, the improvement de-
creases as the slot capacity increases. On the contrary, the packet loss
probability increases as the slot capacity increases. In addition to the mean
value analysis, the delay distribution and the 95% delay of data packets are
provided.
key words: dynamic resource allocation, channel de-allocation, delay dis-
tribution, 95% delay, GPRS

1. Introduction

The provision of integrated voice/data services over wireless
links requires that radio resources be allocated to users ef-
ficiently to meet the different quality of service (QoS). The
bandwidth of wireless links is inherently limited and is gen-
erally much less than its wired counterpart. Thus, resource
allocation schemes for cellular networks are exploited to uti-
lize the channel utilization efficiently [1]–[4]. It is quite well
known that dynamic resource allocation allows communica-
tion systems to utilize their resources more efficiently than
the traditional fixed allocation schemes.

Cellular networks such as General Packet Radio Ser-
vice (GPRS) introduced with GSM and Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System (UMTS) nowadays can pro-
vide both circuit-switched and packet-switched services [5],
[6]. In general, real-time applications, such as voice ser-
vices, are best provided via circuit-switched service, while
most data applications are more efficiently provided by
packet-switched service. Both GPRS and UMTS allow mul-
tiple channels to be allocated to a user served in either
circuit-switched mode or packet-switched mode to fulfill
its QoS requirement. For instance, channel allocation in
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GPRS is flexible, where one to eight channels can be al-
located to a user or one channel can be shared by several
users. In UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access based on TD-
CDMA (UTRA-TDD) [7], 240 resource units (15 timeslots
in a frame and 16 different code sequences in each timeslot)
can be dynamically distributed among users.

Ni and Haggman showed that employing the multi-slot
service in GPRS will result in higher blocking probability
and longer delay than using the single-slot service, and these
effects can be alleviated by implementing the resource al-
location scheme with flexible, or dynamic, multi-slot ser-
vice [8]. Thus, the design of effective and dynamic band-
width allocation to satisfy different service demands is im-
portant in wireless networks. Several bandwidth allocation
schemes [9], [10] have been proposed to improve the system
performance in integrated voice/data wireless cellular net-
works. By adopting dynamic resource allocation with pos-
sible channel de-allocation, both the blocking probability of
voice calls and the wastage probability of radio resource can
be effectively reduced. However, none of the above studies
considered channel de-allocation mechanism in their analy-
ses.

The analysis and comparison of the performance
of dynamic resource allocation with/without channel de-
allocation in GSM/GPRS networks can be found in a pre-
vious work [11]. In this paper, we will focus on the per-
formance analysis of the dynamic resource allocation with
finite buffers. Buffers are applied for data traffic to reduce
the packet loss probability while channel de-allocation is ex-
ploited to reduce the voice blocking probability. In addition
to the mean system delay, the knowledge of delay distribu-
tion of packet transfer is essential for real-time applications.
In this work, we developed an approach to derive the delay
distribution of data packets. We also evaluated the 95% de-
lay which is defined as the maximum delay guaranteed in
95% of all data transfers

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the radio resource allocation schemes adopted in
this paper. Analytical models of dynamic resource alloca-
tion and delay distribution of data traffic are described in
Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, comparisons of numerical and simulation
results are provided. The effects of different resource alloca-
tion capabilities are then investigated. Section 5 concludes
this work.
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2. Resource Allocation

The complete sharing strategy [12] is adopted that the ra-
dio resources are completely shared by voice calls and data
users, i.e., no guard channels are reserved for either voice
or data service. Buffers are exploited to queue data packets
which find no channels available upon arrivals.

For data traffic, dynamic resource allocation is applied.
To a data request of n channels, the network allocates at
most n channels. Assume there are N available channels in
the system upon a data request arrival. If N ≥ n, n channels
are allocated to the request. If 0 < N < n, N channels are
allocated to the request. If N = 0, the request is queued in
the buffer or blocked by the system depending on if there are
buffers available. Whenever there are service completions,
the queued data packets are allocated with available chan-
nels, and are served using the first come first served (FCFS)
discipline. Throughout the paper, “slot” and “channel” are
used to have the same meaning.

Channel de-allocation is applied for voice arrivals
when there are no free channels. One slot of an existing
multi-slot data user is de-allocated for a voice arrival. The
de-allocated user uses the remaining allocated channels to
finish its transmission. When there are no free channels and
no multi-slot users in service, the voice call request will be
blocked. Channel de-allocation is not applied for data traf-
fic since it will result in higher voice blocking probability,
longer data transmission time, and lower channel utilization,
with the only benefit of accommodating more data users in
the system.

3. Analytical Model

In this section, we first use the continuous-time Markov
chain to analyze the performance of dynamic resource allo-
cation in terms of the voice blocking probability, data packet
loss probability, and the mean system delay for integrated
voice/data services. The phase-type renewal process [13] is
exploited to derive the delay distribution and the 95% delay
of data packets.

3.1 Mean Value Analysis

To analyze the performance of dynamic n-slot allocation
with buffering for integrated voice/data services, it requires
n+2 dimensions to formulate the system, i.e., one dimen-
sion for voice traffic, n dimensions for data packets in ser-
vice, and one dimension for data packets queued in the
buffer. With a total number of C channels and B buffers,
the number of states will be (C+1)2(�C/2� +1)· · · (�C/n�
+1)(B+1), where �x� is the floor function of x. Due to the
large state space, the queueing analysis will be too difficult
to be tractable for numerical solution. To simplify the anal-
ysis, we consider the case of n = 2, and validate the analysis
by simulation experiments. For n > 2, the performance re-
sults are obtained via simulation.

The analysis focuses on a single cell in isolation and
assumes that the network is symmetric and the traffic is ho-
mogenous. Let the arrivals of voice call requests form a
Poisson process with a mean rate of λv. The service time of
voice calls is assumed to be exponentially distributed with a
mean of 1/µv. The arrival process of data packets is assumed
to be Poisson with a mean rate of λd. The service time of
each data packet is exponentially distributed with a mean of
1/µd. The total number of channels in the system is C, and
the buffer size is B.

Let the state (i, j, k, l) denote that there are i voice calls,
j 1-slot data users in service, and k 2-slot data users in ser-
vice, and l queued data packets in the system. πi, j,k,l denotes
the state probability of the system in state (i, j, k, l). Figure 1
shows the state transition diagram of the system. The case of
l > 0 represents that there are no free channels in the system,
therefore, one existing 2-slot data user will be de-allocated
upon a voice arrival, and a data arrival will be queued in the
buffer if there are buffer space. The dash line in the figure
represents the state transition caused by de-allocating a 2-
slot user upon a voice arrival. Let S be the set of feasible
states,

S = {(i, j, k, 0)| 0 ≤ i + j + 2k ≤ C, 0 ≤ i ≤ C,

0 ≤ j ≤ C, and 0 ≤ k ≤ �C/2�}
∪{(i, j, k, l)| i + j + 2k = C, 0 ≤ i ≤ C,

0 ≤ j ≤ C, 0 ≤ k ≤ �C/2�, and 1 ≤ l ≤ B} (1)

(a) l = 0 case

(b) l > 0 case

Fig. 1 The state transition diagram.
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An indicator function ϕ(i, j, k, l) is used to indicate whether
the state (i, j, k, l) is feasible or not, i.e., ϕ(i, j, k, l) = 1 if
(i, j, k, l) ∈ S . For all (i, j, k, l) ∈ S , the balance equations
can be expressed in the following.

l = 0 case:

πi jk0(δvλvϕ(i + 1, j, k, 0) + δ1λdϕ(i, j + 1, k, 0)

+ δ2λdϕ(i, j, k + 1, 0) + δ3λdϕ(i, j, k, 1)

+ iµvϕ(i − 1, j, k, 0) + jµdϕ(i, j − 1, k, 0)

+ 2kµdϕ(i, j, k − 1, 0)

+ δd1λvϕ(i + 1, j + 1, k − 1, 0))

= λvπi−1, j,k,0ϕ(i − 1, j, k, 0) (2)

+ δ4λdπi, j−1,k,0ϕ(i, j − 1, k, 0)

+ λdπi, j,k−1,0ϕ(i, j, k − 1, 0)

+ (i + 1)µvπi+1, j,k,0ϕ(i + 1, j, k, 0)

+ (i + 1)µvπi+1, j−1,k,1ϕ(i + 1, j − 1, k, 1)

+ ( j + 1)µdπi, j+1,k,0ϕ(i, j + 1, k, 0)

+ 2(k + 1)µdπi, j,k+1,0ϕ(i, j, k + 1, 0)

+ (C − i)µdπi, j,k,1ϕ(i, j, k, 1)

+ δd2λvπi−1, j−1,k+1,0ϕ(i − 1, j − 1, k + 1, 0)

l > 0 case:

πi jkl(λdϕ(i, j, k, l + 1)

+ iµvϕ(i − 1, j + 1, k, l − 1)

+ (C − i)µdϕ(i, j, k, l − 1)

+ δd1λvϕ(i + 1, j + 1, k − 1, l))

= λdπi, j,k,l−1ϕ(i, j, k, l − 1) (3)

+ (i + 1)µvπi+1, j−1,k,l+1ϕ(i + 1, j − 1, k, l + 1)

+ (C − i)µdπi, j,k,l+1ϕ(i, j, k, l + 1)

+ δd2λvπi−1, j−1,k+1,lϕ(i − 1, j − 1, k + 1, l)

where

δv =

{
1, if i + j + 2k < C
0, otherwise

(4)

δ1 =

{
1, if i + j + 2k = C − 1
0, otherwise

(5)

δ2 =

{
1, if i + j + 2k ≤ C − 2
0, otherwise

(6)

δ3 =

{
1, if i + j + 2k = C
0, otherwise

(7)

δ4 =

{
1, if i + ( j − 1) + 2k = C − 1
0, otherwise

(8)

δd1 =


1, if i + j + 2k = C,

and 1 ≤ k ≤ �C/2�
0, otherwise

(9)

δd2 =


1, if i + j + 2k = C,

and 0 ≤ k ≤ �C/2� − 1
0, otherwise

(10)

The last term on both sides of Eqs. (2) and (3) is attributed to

channel de-allocation caused by voice arrivals. δv, δ1 (or δ4),
and δ2 are the conditions of transition caused by voice call
arrivals, data arrivals using 1 slot, and data arrivals using 2
slots, respectively. δ3 is the condition of transition caused
by data arrivals when there are no free channels. δd1 and
δd2 are the conditions for channel de-allocation upon voice
arrivals. Applying the constraint

∑
S πi, j,k,l = 1 to the set of

balance equations, we can obtain the steady-state probabil-
ity πi, j,k,l to evaluate the voice blocking probability, packet
loss probability, system delay of data packets, mean queue
length, and probability of de-allocation.

A voice call arrival will be blocked when there are no
free channels and no 2-slot data users in the system. Thus,
the blocking probability of voice calls, Pvb, can be expressed
as

Pvb =
B∑

l=0

∑
i+ j=C

πi, j,0,l (11)

The packet loss probability, Ploss, is the probability that a
data packet finds there are no free channels and no buffer
space upon arrival, and can be obtained as

Ploss =
∑

i+ j+2k=C

πi, j,k,B (12)

The system delay of data packets, W, is defined as the aver-
age elapsed time from the instant of data packets admitted
into the system to service completion, and can be expressed
as

W =
1

λd(1 − Ploss)
·
∑

S

( j + k + l) · πi, j,k,l (13)

The mean queue length, L, is

L =
B∑

l=1

∑
i+ j+2k=C

l · πi, j,k,l (14)

The probability of de-allocation, Pde−alloc, is the probability
that an existing 2-slot data user will be de-allocated upon a
voice arrival, and can be obtained as

Pde−alloc =
λv

λd(1 − Ploss)
·

B∑
l=0

∑
i+ j+2k=C&k≥1

πi, j,k,l (15)

3.2 Delay Analysis of Data Traffic

When the mean service time of one traffic class is much
larger than that of the other class, the decomposition ap-
proximation approach [14] can be exploited and the delay
distribution of the concerned traffic class can be analyzed.
We are interested in the time distribution of a packet enter-
ing the queue until it is completely transmitted. Consider
the case that there are m channels available for data packets
and l queued packets waiting to be transmitted upon a packet
arrival. This data packet arrival has to queue for a time of
(l+1) packets to obtain service. The service process of this
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Fig. 2 The phase-type renewal process for a data packet arrival finding l
packets already waiting in queue.

packet can be described by the phase-type renewal process
and is shown in Fig. 2.

Given that there are m channels for data packets, the
departure rate of a packet from the queue, and the service
rate of a packet are respectively mµd and µs. The mean ser-
vice rate µs can be derived from Eqs. (13) and (14),

1
µs
= W − L

λd(1 − Ploss)
(16)

In this work, we assume the data service time is exponen-
tially distributed with a mean of 1/µs. The service rate ma-
trix, Rm,l, is defined as

Rm,l =



−mµd mµd 0 · · · 0
0 −mµd mµd · · · 0
0 0 −mµd · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 · · · −µs


l+2,l+2

(17)

The mean system delay, t̄m,l, and the system delay distribu-
tion, Fm,l(t), are given respectively as:

t̄m,l =
1
µs
+

l + 1
mµd
, m � 0 (18)

Fm,l(t) = 1 − αeRm,ltε, m � 0 (19)

where α = (1, 0, · · · , 0)l+2 is the entrance vector, and ε is a
column vector with all entries being one. An arriving data
packet will find the system ready to serve, having l packets
waiting in queue, or being blocked with respective probabil-
ities denoted as Pm,S , Pm,l, and Pm,b, and are given by

Pm,S =
∑

j+2k<m

πC−m, j,k,0 (20)

Pm,l =
∑

j+2k=m

πC−m, j,k,l, 0 ≤ l < B (21)

Pm,b =
∑

j+2k=m

πC−m, j,k,B (22)

Thus, given m channels available, the mean system delay is

t̄m = Pm,S
1
µs
+

B−1∑
l=0

Pm,l · t̄m,l (23)

and the mean system delay for data packets is

t̄ =
1

(1 − Ploss)

C∑
m=1

t̄m (24)

Table 1 The probability that an admitted data user finds all channels
being occupied by voice calls for B=10 and mean packet length being 2.

Data traffic load (Erlang) Probability
1 0.00432
5 0.00000059
10 < 10−8

The denominator, 1-Ploss, indicates the portion of data pack-
ets that are admitted into the system. Similarly, the delay
distribution, given m channels available, is

Fm(t) = Pm,S · Fm,S (t) +
B−1∑
l=0

Pm,l · Fm,l(t) (25)

where Fm,S (t) is the service time distribution. Finally, the
system delay distribution for data packets is

F(t) =
1

(1 − Ploss)

C∑
m=1

Fm(t) (26)

Thereafter, according to the definition, the 95% delay can be
obtained with the following expression

D = max{t | F(t) ≤ 0.95} (27)

In the analysis, we do not consider the delay contributed by
the condition that all channels are occupied by voice calls
upon a data arrival, i.e., m=0. In fact, this delay can be
neglected because the probability that all channels are oc-
cupied by voice calls is very small, which can be verified
by evaluating the state probability. Table 1 depicts the prob-
ability that an admitted data user finds all channels being
occupied by voice calls for different data traffic load with
buffer size being 10 and mean packet length being 2. For
simplicity, we do not consider to de-allocate existing data
packets with more than one channel upon voice arrivals.

4. Numerical and Simulation Results

4.1 Validation of Analysis

To validate the numerical results, an event-driven simulator
is developed. We will consider the GPRS environment be-
cause it supports both circuit-switched and packet-switched
services and it also supports channel de-allocation. The to-
tal number of channels in a cell is set to be 24. The mean
arrival rate of voice calls is taken to be 0.1386 calls/sec, and
the mean service time of voice calls is 120 seconds. The
voice traffic load is chosen to be 16.63 Erlang correspond-
ing to a 2% blocking probability for 24 channels. The mean
arrival rate of data packets is a system parameter and is cho-
sen to be in the range of 0.5 to 6 packets/sec. The mean
service time of data packets is taken to be 2 seconds if one
channel is allocated. The buffer size ranges from 0 to 20.

Figure 3 shows the performance comparisons of nu-
merical results and simulation results for different buffer
size with data arrival rate being 5 packets/sec. It can be seen
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(a) Voice blocking probability

(b) Data packet loss probability

(c) Mean system delay

Fig. 3 Performance comparisons of numerical results and simulation
results for λd=5 packets/sec.

that numerical results match very well with simulation re-
sults for all performance metrics. Therefore, we can use the
results obtained from simulation to investigate the impact of
dynamic n-slot (n > 2) allocation in the latter subsection.

Figure 4 plots the system performance for different
buffer sizes as a function of data arrival rate. From Fig. 4(a),
it is clear that buffering data traffic has negative impact
on the voice performance even channel de-allocation is ex-
ploited. The reason is that whenever there are service com-
pletions (voice or data), the queued packets will obtain ser-
vices immediately, causing voice call arrivals to be blocked
when there are no channels available and no 2-slot data users
in service. Therefore, the voice blocking probability will
increase with the increase of data buffer size. It is worth
noting that at high data load, voice blocking probability is
still below 5% for B = 0 due to the contribution of channel

(a) Voice blocking probability

(b) Data packet loss probability

(c) Mean system delay

(d) Mean queue length

Fig. 4 System performance versus buffer size.

de-allocation.
On the contrary, the packet loss probability decreases

as the buffer size increases as shown in Fig. 4(b). In addi-
tion, the system delay of data packet and mean queue length
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Table 2 Comparisons of the mean system delay for ρd =10 and B=10.

Mean packet length Mean system delay (s) Difference
Markov chain Phase-type

0.5 0.576 0.578 0.35%
2 2.164 2.187 1.06%

Fig. 5 Delay distribution of data packets for ρd=10 and B=10.

increases with data traffic load and buffer size as shown in
Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). It can be seen that although buffering
has large impact on the system performance, the impact of
buffer size to the system performance decreases as buffer
size increases.

4.2 Delay Distribution of Data Traffic

Before investigating the delay distribution of data traffic, the
accuracy of the phase-type renewal process approach is veri-
fied by comparing the result obtained from the Markov chain
approach. Table 2 compares the mean system delay ob-
tained from different analytical approaches for various mean
packet length when data traffic load ρd=10 and buffer size
B=10. The mean packet length of 0.5 (or 2) implies that the
mean service time of data packets is 0.5 (or 2) seconds if
one channel is allocated. It can be seen that the results of
these two approaches are very close to each other.

Figure 5 shows the system delay distribution for the
mean packet length of 0.5 and 2, respectively, when the data
traffic load ρd=10 and buffer size B=10. It can be seen that
the results for shorter packet length matches better. This
is because for shorter packet length, the mean service time
of data traffic will be much smaller than that of voice traf-
fic, therefore, applying the decomposition approximation
approach gives more accurate results. The comparisons of
95% system delay under different traffic load are shown in
Fig. 6. The 95% delay increases rapidly with increased data
traffic load at light load. The error between the numerical
and simulation results arises from the simplification that we
do not consider de-allocation of existing data packets with
more than one channel upon voice arrivals. Therefore, the
delay value obtained from simulation results will be larger
than that obtained from numerical results.

(a) Mean packet length = 0.5

(b) Mean packet length = 2.0

Fig. 6 The 95% delay distribution of data packets for B=10.

4.3 The Effect of Slot Capacity

In this work, the slot capacity means that the maximum
number of channels that can be allocated to a data user to
transfer its packets. In GPRS, at most 8 channels can be
dedicated to a data user, therefore, the maximum slot ca-
pacity is 8. For slot capacity greater than 2, when there
are no channels available upon voice arrivals, the data users
that are allocated with most channels will be de-allocated
first. Figure 7 shows the system performance for different
slot capacity and buffer sizes at a data packet arrival rate of
6 packets/sec.

As can be seen in Fig. 7(a), the voice blocking probabil-
ity decreases with increasing slot capacity. It is worth noting
that the voice blocking probability can be significantly re-
duced when the slot capacity increases from one to two. As
the slot capacity further increases, the voice blocking prob-
ability is almost independent of the number of slot capacity.
The reason is that the increment of de-allocation probability
is large when the slot capacity increases from one to two,
and then the increment becomes less as the slot capacity
further increases as can be seen in Fig. 7(d). The impact
of multi-slot allocation on voice blocking probability in this
work is quite different from that in the work of [9] which
says that if many channels are allocated to a packet trans-
mission, voice blocking probability will increase. The main
reason is that the channel de-allocation was not considered
in their work.

On the contrary, the packet loss probability increases
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(a) Voice blocking probability

(b) Data packet loss probability

(c) Mean system delay

(d) Probability of de-allocation

Fig. 7 System performance for different slot capacity.

with increasing slot capacity as shown in Fig. 7(b). This is
because data users allocated with more channels will use
up channels more quickly, thus the forthcoming data pack-
ets will have less chance to obtain services and be dropped
when buffer overflows.

It can be seen in Fig. 7(c) that the system delay de-
creases with increased slot capacity when buffer size is
small. However, for large buffer size, e.g., B > 15, the sys-
tem delay increases when the slot capacity increases from
one to two. This is because the voice blocking probabil-
ity decreases significantly when the slot capacity increases
from one to two as can be seen in Fig. 7(a). Therefore,
more voice calls are admitted into the system, causing more
queued packets waiting for service completion. Since the
mean service time of voice calls is larger than that of data
packets, the system delay increases.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we developed a simple and effective scheme
to investigate the performance of dynamic resource alloca-
tion with channel de-allocation and buffering in cellular net-
works with integrated voice/data services. Using the analyt-
ical model, the system performance in terms of voice block-
ing probability, packet loss probability, mean system delay
and delay distribution of data packets can be efficiently ob-
tained. The results are validated by simulation experiments.

The results show that while buffering data traffic can
reduce the packet loss probability, it has negative impact
on voice performance even if channel de-allocation is ex-
ploited. With channel de-allocation, the voice blocking
probability can be significantly reduced when the slot capac-
ity increases from one to two. As the slot capacity increases,
the voice blocking probability is almost independent of the
number of slot capacity. On the contrary, the packet loss
probability increases as the slot capacity increases. The op-
erator should thus think deliberately if he/she would provide
quick data transmission service at the expense of high packet
loss probability and little improvement on voice blocking.
To our opinion, the slot capacity ranging from 2 to 4 will be
a good choice.

In addition to the mean value analysis, in this work the
delay distribution and the 95% system delay of data pack-
ets are also provided. For real-time data applications, it is
crucial that the delay of packet transfer is below a certain
threshold. Therefore, the delay distribution gives an impor-
tant information in designing the network to provide data
services with delay-bounds.

Although we focus on the performance of GPRS net-
works, the analysis developed in this work can also be ap-
plied to the next generation cellular communication sys-
tems, such as TD-CDMA, which use codes as the radio re-
sources.
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